TEXT BANKING

Text Banking
Use your phone to check your account
balance– it’s the quick and convenient way
to stay connected with your account!
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TEXT BANKING COMMANDS

ONE-WAY TEXT ALERTS

Receive banking information in a convenient way by texting your credit union at IM247 (46247)!

The following are TEXT BANKING command examples and their responses.
You can also access a list of these
commands via a link in online banking
during the Text Banking enrollment
process. These commands can be
sent to IM247(46247).

You can set up one-way Text Alerts via
the Info Center by clicking e-Alert
subscriptions. Create alerts for:

WITH TEXT BANKING YOU
CAN…
·

Send a text message command to
receive a text with the balance of
your savings, checking, certificate
and loan accounts.

·

Set up a transfer command and
text to transfer money between
your accounts.

·

Enroll in e-Alerts and receive notices for account balances, electronic deposits, withdrawals or when a
payment is due.

Low Account Balances

·

ACH deposit or withdrawal alert

·

Notification that a Loan Payment is due
E-Notice notification

BAL

Balance for all accounts

·

BAL {NICK}

Balance for a specific account .{NICK} is a code created when enrolling to text
banking and used when you
have more than one ac
count.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?

BAL {###}

Balance for a specific account where {#} is a 3-digit
account suffix.(009 for
checking or 000 for savings)

TRANS
{CODE} {$}

Transfer money from one
account to another. {CODE}
is a code you create for
transferring between ac
counts. {$} is the dollar
amount to transfer (ex 50.00)

Within our Mobile AppClick on text banking under the My
Accounts Menu.

STOP

Turns off all text banking.

If you want to make transfers, set up
transfer commands. After enrollment,
text commands to IM247 (46247).

HELP

HOW TO GET STARTED

·

Within It’sME247 Online Banking–
click on the “Go Mobile” button then
“More Information”

STOP {NICK} Turns off text banking for a
specific account.
Customer service number.

(Be sure to leave a space between commands)

PSCU doesn’t charge for text banking!
Your mobile phone carrier may
charge you standard text messaging
fees. Please check with your mobile
phone carrier if you aren’t sure what
fees apply when you send and receive text messages.

